Modern Hindi Workshop 2022
Adam Mickiewicz University
Palace in Gułtowy
September 3 to 11, 2022
Anamika is a poet, writer, critic (literary and social), who has been honored with many awards including the 2020 Sahitya Akademi Hindi poetry award. She is the author of eight collections of poetry, which include Anushtup, Doob-dhaan, Khurdari Hatheliyaan, Tokri mein Digant, and Paani ko Sab Yaad thaa. Tokri mein Digant is the collection of poetry for which she has been given the Sahitya Akademi puraskar. Her poems have been translated into English in a collection titled My Typewriter is My Piano. Her oeuvre has consisted of many creative engagements with feminist issues and the force of her creative and poetic vision is well-known and respected in the Hindi literary world. Currently, among other creative engagements, she also teaches English Literature at a college in the University of Delhi.

At Modern Hindi Workshop 2022 in Gułtowy we will have a pleasure and honour of participating in reading sessions with Anamika ji.

We are planning about three reading sessions in a day, one led by Anamika ji and others by Hindi translators and scholars from India and Europe: Piotr Borek, Alessandra Consolaro, Shashi Mudiraj, Mária Négyesi, Maria Puri, Niccola Pozza and Danuta Stasik.
The Modern Hindi Workshop 2022 will take place in Gułtowy, a village located c. 30 kilometres from Poznan, in a lovely palace surrounded by an old park that at present is a property of Adam Mickiewicz University and is used as a conference center and a retreat.

You can reach Gułtowy by train from Poznan Main Station. The workshop venue is about 2-kilometer walk from Gułtowy train station.

For those interested we can facilitate a booking of private transport either from the airport in Poznan or from Poznan Main Station.

A. Location of Gułtowy on a map of Poland.  B. A distance from Poznań Main Station (Poznań Główny) to Gułtowy.
Adam Mickiewicz University Palace in Gułtowy offers different types of accommodation. You can stay either in a single room, a double room, a double room with single occupancy, a suite (sitting room and bedroom). Reading sessions will take place in a spacious conference room, there will be also some common working space available.

We shall provide participants with three meals a day and a coffee break.

**WORKSHOP’S TOTAL COST**

Single room – c. 610 euro  
Double room – c. 520 euro  
Double room with 1 person occupancy – c. 630 euro  
Suite (bedroom and sitting room) – c. 810 euro

Payments to be made by August 19, 2022 to:

**Payee:** Adam Mickiewicz University  
**Address:** H. Wieniawskiego 1, 61-712 Poznan, Poland  
**VAT no:** PL7770006350  
**Bank:** Santander Bank Polska S.A.  
**Address:** Plac Wolności 15, 60-967 Poznan, Poland  
**IBAN:** PL77 1090 1362 0000 0000 3601 7903  
**SWIFT:** WBKPPLPP

**IMPORTANT! Transfer title: /KN000947/**

Hope to see you in Gułtowy for some wonderful time with modern Hindi literature!

Organisers: South Asian Studies, Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan, Poland

Contact person: Monika Browarczyk monikabr@amu.edu.pl